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A significant portion (but not all) of this 
PPT presentation was first presented as 

a keynote address (Beyond CHC:  Playing 
in sandboxes) by Dr. Kevin McGrew at 

the 2015 (July 8; Grapevine, TX) School 
Neuropsychology Summer Institute
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A special thanks to Dr. 
Joel Schneider for his 

keen questions,  
insights, and CHC-

based data analyses, 
all that made a 

significant 
contribution to the 

thinking contained in 
this set of slides



“You must unlearn 
what you have 

learned.”
– Yoda

The chief architects of the CHC model 
would not allow the model to remain 
static (would not allow a “hardening 
of the categories”).  As scholars, they 
were devoted to the constant need to 

critique their own work and to  
expand and revise the framework 

(Schneider & McGrew, 2012)
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To honor and discuss Carroll’s (1993) masterwork. Cattell, Horn, Carroll and many 
other luminaries in the field were in attendance. 

Published several years later, Carroll’s address was called “Human Cognitive Abilities: 
A Critique” (Carroll, 1998). He stated,

“Although all these reviews were in one sense gratifying, in another sense they 
were disappointing. They didn’t tell me what I wanted to know: What was wrong 
with my book and its ideas, or at least what might be controversial about 
it?...Thus, ever since these reviews came out, I’ve been brooding about their 
authors might have said but didn’t “(p. 6).

Carroll (1994/1998) on Carroll (1993)

The Human Cognitive Abilities Conference 
(University of Virginia, 1994) 



John Horn on the 
“inertia of tradition”



How did the Glr domain come to include both learning 
efficiency (e.g., associative memory; meaningful 

memory, etc.) and retrieval fluency (e.g., ideational 
fluency, word fluency, etc.) abilities?  

Is this conceptualization correct given the extant 
research literature?
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The master keeper(s) of the 
CHC definition scrolls

Through a series of serendipitous events (see McGrew, 2005 CHC 
chapter in Flanagan et al., CIA text), Dr. Kevin McGrew had 
established an ongoing professional relationship with John Horn 
and Jack Carroll through their consultation role in both the WJ-R 
and WJ III.  When preparing a 1997 chapter that analyzed all tests 
from the major intelligence batteries as per the CHC model (then 
called a “synthesized Carroll and Horn-Cattell Gf-Gc framework”), 
McGrew developed the first set of “official” broad and narrow CHC 
definitions (derived from a review of Carroll’s 1993 seminal work) 
via a series of communication exchanges with Jack Carroll.  As a 
result, historical events resulted in McGrew being informally drafted 
as the “master keeper of the CHC definition scrolls” (McGrew, 1997, 
McGrew 2005, McGrew 2009).  Dr. Joel Schneider has now become 
a co-default gatekeeper of these important scrolls (Schneider & 
McGrew, 2012)
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1997



Through an iterative process of email and phone 
conversations with Jack Carroll, in 1995 McGrew 

finalized a “working document” that listed the key 
elements of each narrow CHC ability as per Carroll’s 

1993 book.  This Glr page is an example.  This document 
was revised and finalized with Jack Carroll’s approval.
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The working draft document served as 
the basis for the first published list of CHC 
narrow ability definitions included in the 
McGrew (1997) chapter.  Examples for Gf, 
Gq, and Gc are presented here.  This table 

was approved by Jack Carroll.
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When preparing this chapter, McGrew attempted to 
resolve the major differences in how the Carroll and 
Horn-Cattell models differed in certain domains (Is 

Gq a separate domain?  Should Grw be included 
under Gc or as a separate domain?  How should 

short-term memory, learning efficiency, and 
retrieval abilities be organized—Gsm and Glr vs Gy

and Gr?)

McGrew used both logical analysis and results from 
a special set of confirmatory analyses of the WJ-R 
battery to inform the formation of a synthesized 

model (Table 9.11 in 1997 chapter)
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This was McGrew’s 
1997

“proposed” 
synthesized 

comprehensive Gf-
Gc framework

Note that Glr was 
comprised of both 
learning efficiency 

and retrieval 
fluency abilities



McGrew’s (1997) special CFA of the WJ-R norm 
data indicated that Gsm and Glr were best 

considered different broad abilities. However, 
the Glr factor was represented only by narrow 

MA (associative memory) indicators and no
indicators of retrieval fluency were present in 

the analysis.
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Despite appropriate caveats re: the proposed integrated model (e.g., “a proposed 
framework”; “only an initial attempt”), this published framework (and associated 
CHC definitions) took on a life of it’s own in almost all subsequent CHC model and 
assessment literature.  It was not until recently that questions about the 1997 
conceptualization of Glr emerged.
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In a 2015 keynote presentation, McGrew, based on a retrospective 
review of CHC model research, decided he needed to “fall on one’s 
sword” and suggest that the 1997 conceptualization of Glr was not 

100% correct.  Some “missed opportunities” had occurred that 
suggested a need to revisit the 1997 Glr conceptualization
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Glr Gs

WJ III (2001) ages 6-adult broad CFA (Glr portions only) in technical manual

An early “missed opportunity” to question Glr conceptualization

Glr was primarily defined by learning efficiency (level) abilities (e.g., MA) and the retrieval  fluency measures 
(Retrieval Fluency; Rapid Picture Naming) had much lower Glr loadings and secondary loadings on Gs



In the same WJ III analyses, significant 
correlated residuals between Retrieval 

Fluency and Rapid Picture Naming were 
noted and interpreted as shared naming 

facility (NA) variance.  Significant 
residual correlations are often indicative 

of unaccounted for factorial variance 
(possible “missing” non-specified 

factors).



Learning 
Efficiency

Retrieval 
Fluency

Meaningful Memory

Associative Memory

Free Recall

Naming Facility

Ideational Fluency

Associational Fluency

Expressional Fluency

Originality

Word Fluency

Figural Fluency

Figural Flexibility

Solution Fluency

Glr

Multiple-Trial  and/or
Delayed Recall

Speed of Lexical Access

In 2012, Schneider and McGrew started a mid-course 
correction re: the distinction between learning efficiency 
and retrieval  fluency abilities under the CHC Glr domain

“It is important to distinguish between the ability to 
recall information stored in long-term memory and the 
fluency with which this information is recalled. That is, 
people who learn efficiently may not be very fluent in 
their recall of what they have learned. Likewise, people 
who are very fluent in producing ideas from their long-
term memory may be slow learners. That is, learning 
efficiency and retrieval fluency are reasonably distinct 
abilities”(p. 113).

“There is a major division within Glr that was always implied 
in CHC theory but we are making it more explicit here. Some 
Glr tests require efficient learning of new information 
whereas others require fluent recall of information already 
in long-term memory” (p. 117)
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Schneider and McGrew (2012)



Learning 
Efficiency

Retrieval 
Fluency

Meaningful Memory

Associative Memory

Free Recall

Naming Facility

Ideational Fluency

Associational Fluency

Expressional Fluency

Originality

Word Fluency

Figural Fluency

Figural Flexibility

Solution Fluency

Glr

Multiple-Trial  and/or
Delayed Recall

Speed of Lexical Access

Although not explicitly stated by 
Schneider and McGrew (2012), 

the inclusion of learning 
efficiency and retrieval fluency 

under Glr represented more of a 
functional classification, and not 

one that explicitly stated that 
these two separate domains 
might better be considered 
separate latent trait factors.



No 
loading 
on Glr

Additional evidence supportive of a retrieval fluency factor distinct from the learning efficiency component of 
Glr was presented in the WJ IV technical manual (McGrew et al., 2014; the broad+narrow CFA models).  The 
speed of lexical access (LA) factor had loadings on the Gwm and Gc factors—and did not “hang together” with 
the associative memory (MA) factor.

Note.  The 
Phonological 

Processing loading is 
most likely due to the 
Word Fluency subtest 

(a time limited 
measure) in this three-

part test



(APA, 2014)

In 2014 Schneider et al. 
clearly distinguished learning 

retrieval (Gl) from retrieval 
fluency (Gr)…thus initiating 

formal “divorce” proceedings 
for the two domains that 

represented a poor 
factorial/structural marriage



Median values for three age groups (6-19; CV samples)
Model fits not significantly different

Retrieval 
Fluency

Phonological 
Processing Ga

Rapid Picture 
NamingGs

Story Recall (.58/.63)
Vis-Aud Lrng (.47/.48) 
Mem Names (.38/.37)

Reading Recall (.24/.22)
Writing Samples (.22/.26)

.40.22

Glr

g

.95

WJ IV CFA model
(McGrew et al., 2014;

technical manual)

.56
.11.29

Gl Gr

g.85 .56
WJ IV alternative CFA model

(McGrew, 2015)

In 2015, McGrew ran the above alternative CFA model (top) in 
the WJ IV norm data that specified separate Gl and Gr factors 
(model in tech manual had single Glr factor; bottom model).  
This new alternative model showed similar goodness of fit
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PPSUB – Substitution
PPACC – Word Access
PPFLU – Word Fluency

VZBSPRL – Spatial Relations
VZBLKR – Block Rotation

GIWHAT – What
GIWHER – Where

OVANT – Antonyms
OVSYN – Synonyms

RVANT – Antonyms
RVSYN – Synonyms

WJ IV test 
and subtest 

name 
abbreviation

s used in 
analysis and 

results 
included 

next in this 
PPT module



SADELE – Deletion
SARHYM – Rhyming
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Speed-fluency

Reading-writing

More product-
dominant/ 

culturally/linguistically 
loaded

(Intelligence-as-
Knowledge)

More process-
dominant/ less 

culturally/linguistically 
loaded

(Intelligence-as-
Process)

More System 2 / controlled 
deliberate cog. processes

More System 1 /automatic 
/automatized cog. processes

Quantitative-
numeric

Figural-visual

Auditory
VerbalVerbal

 



#



WJ IV test 2D MDS 
(Ages 6 to 19 norm 

data;  n = 4,082)

Note that in spatial 
MDS map, where the 

distance between 
tests represents 

degree of association, 
Retrieval Fluency and 
Rapid Picture Naming 

(LA; Gr) are quite 
discrepant from Story 

Recall and Visual 
Auditory Learning 

(Gl), and they are in 
the speed/fluency 

quadrant



NUMSER
LETPAT

PPACC

PPFLU

VAL

CONFRM

NUMPAT

NWDREP

STYREC

PICREC

ANLSYN

OBJNUM

PAIRCN

MEMWRD

RPCNAM

UNDDIR

SNDBLN

RETFLU

SARHYM

SADELE

CALC

WRTSP

MTHFLU

RDGREC

NUMMAT

RSYN

RANT

HUM

MEMNAM

VISCLO

WJ IV test 3D MDS (Ages 6 
to 19;  n = 4,082).  Three 

dimensions not yet 
interpreted

Note that in spatial 3-D MDS 
map that included subtests 
for subtest-based tests and 
WJ IV ECAD tests, Retrieval 
Fluency and Rapid Picture 

Naming were joined by 
Phonological Processing: 

Word Fluency (LA; Gr), and 
these were distinct from 

Story Recall, Visual-Auditory 
Learning and Memory for 

Names (Gl) and the speeded 
tests, but closer to the 

speeded tests (Gs)
© Institute for Applied 
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WJ IV and WISC-IV 2D 
MDS solutions 

(n=173; see WJ IV 
tech manual)

Gl and Gr
substructure also 
supported when 

external indicators 
(WISC-IV tests) are 

included in 2-D MDS.  
Gr dimension also 

distinct from Gs, but 
closer to Gs than Gl.
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Plot of Gs, Gl, and Gr (LA) W score difference curves by age
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Divergent WJ IV 
developmental 

growth curves are 
another form of non-

factor evidence 
indicating that 

measures of traits are 
representing 

different constructs

Curves extracted 
from WJ IV tech. 

manual
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Other non-WJ IV factor analytic evidence 
supports the distinction between Gl and Gr
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Jack Carroll (1993) 
specified Gr as a 
separate broad 

domain construct 



Gr



Gr



Gr





GrGl





Paul Jewsbury and Stephen 
Bowden recently reported 

convincing evidence for separate 
Gl and Gr domains in the CHC 

model via reanalysis of multiple 
data sets with multiple indicators 

(consider these studies mini 
Carroll-like meta-analyses using 

CFA methods)

The final nail in the coffin for 
separating Gl and Gr (at least in 

my mind) occurred in 2016
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CHC-based CFA of 5 
major data sets with 

multiple different 
cognitive and 

neuropsychological test 
indicators

Data set descriptions on 
subsequent slides



Gl











CHC-based CFA of 9 
major data sets with 

multiple different 
cognitive and 

neuropsychological 
test indicators

Data set descriptions 
on next slide



Study Sample size Number of tests Marker  tests Special relevance Tests identified as executive 

function

Greenaway, Smith, Tangalos, Geda and Ivnik (Greenaway 

et al., 2009)

314 19 WAIS-III battery Elderly sample Yes

Duff et al. (Duff, Schoenberg, Scott, & Adams, 2005) 212 27 WAIS-R and WMS-R batteries Neuropsychological referral sample Yes

McCabe, Roediger, McDaniel, Balota, and Hambrick 

(McCabe, Roediger III, McDaniel, Balota, & Hambrick, 

2010)

206 17 Some WAIS-III tests Diverse sample Yes

Goldstein & Shelly (Goldstein & Shelly, 1972) 600 25 WAIS battery Neuropsychological referral sample No

Dowling, Hermann, La Rue, & Sager (Dowling et al., 2010) 650 17 Some WASI and WAIS-III tests Sample at risk for Alzheimer’s disease No

Pontón, Gonzalez, Hernandez, Herrera & Higareda 

(Pontón, Gonzalez, Hernandez, Herrera, & Higareda, 2000)

300 16 Some EIWA tests Cultural and language generality No

Salthouse, Fristoe, & Rhee (Salthouse, Fristoe, & Rhee, 

1996)

259 15 Some WAIS-R tests Diverse sample No

Bowden, Cook, Bardenhagen, Shores, & Carstairs (Bowden 

et al., 2004)

277 20 WAIS-R and WMS-R batteries Neuropsychological referral sample No

Bowden et al. (Bowden et al., 2004) 399 20 WAIS-R and WMS-R batteries Representative community sample No



Summary of 
all analyses

Table 
continued on 

two 
additional 

slides

GrGl



GrGl



GrGl



Cattell (1987)

 “A class of alleged ability primaries about which there is 

much confusion are those variously called fluency, 

ideational fluency, associational fluency, flexibility, rigidity, 

dispositional rigidity, etc.” (p..46)

 This research is quite old and can be traced to research by 

Spearman (1927) and others in in the late 1920’s to 1950s.

 “a general fertility or facility of memory retrieval in 

regard to any kind of material” (p. 46).

 A broad ability at the second stratum - gr   “retrieval from 

memory storage” (p.127)

 Sometimes called general fluency

 “…factor analyses by Hargreaves (1927), by Bernstein 

(1924), and by the present writer in Spearman’s laboratory, 

all of which show that such fluency performances over a 

wide range of test performances of various kinds are 

independent both of intelligence and speed” (p.127)

Cattell had Gr
correct

in 1987.  It is 
wise to revisit 
the writings of 

the masters (continued…)



 “Thus, any attempt at scoring pure gr, is likely to require careful test design, 

paying heed to a balance of various content areas, to speed (gs), and to 

certain personality factors of an inhibitory nature” (p. 128)

 ‘But the analysis by Horn (1967) gives us clear indications that a general 

retrieval or fluency factor exists (p. 128).

 “Spearman first recognized a general fluency factor across both verbal 

and nonverbal (drawing completion) tests” (p.447)

 “General retrieval, gr, is considered an ability concerned entirely with 

the fluency-retrieval performances, and having to do with storage and 

accessibility facility” (p.447)

 “it is theorized that gr is not power of retrieval alone, but power of 

retrieval plus the total volume of storage.  However, just as the water 

flow from a reservoir is normally far more dependent on the size of the 

pipe that the amount in storage, so gr –until the limits of the person’s 

reservoir of stored content is reach – is a single factor across the 

various performances”



“In contemporary CHC theory and in the WJ IV, an important distinction is made between tests 
and clusters that measure storage and retrieval functions versus tests and clusters that solely 
measure retrieval functions. This distinction was initially posited by Carroll (1993), whose three-
stratum theory articulated separate and distinct Stratum II factors for (1) General Memory and 
Learning, and (2) Broad Retrieval Ability. However, in the initial (2001) conceptualization of CHC 
theory, the Glr factor spanned both types of functions. 

In retrospect, the initial CHC specification of both storage and retrieval and retrieval-only 
cognitive functions into one common broad factor might be described as a classic “Wrong Turn at 
Albuquerque[1]”. In addition to the misspecification error, many professionals routinely dropped 
the word “storage” from the name of the Glr construct and simply referred to the factor as “long-
term retrieval”. This tendency may have caused some confusion with the neurocognitive 
construct of long-term memory. Consequently, because of an initial CHC “Wrong Turn” and 
simultaneous verbal (“long-term retrieval”) short-cut, changes to contemporary CHC theory 
nomenclature and also represented in the WJ IV provide cleaner distinctions between retrieval 
measures that do, versus those that do not, involve the storage function.”

[1] A “Wrong Turn at Albuquerque” is a catchprase popularized in the Bugs BunnyTM cartoons that humorously refers an 
incorrectly perceived juncture (sometimes caused by trying to follow an overly-complicated set of directions or map) that 
lands the traveler in an unintended place.

Another voice reinforces the Gl and Gr distinction (Fred Schrank, WJ IV chapter “in 
press”— 06-20-16, personal communication – draft copy)

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=wm#m_200471736088398233__ftn1
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?tab=wm#m_200471736088398233__ftnref1


Comprehension-knowledge (Gc):  The depth and breadth of declarative and 
procedural knowledge and skills valued by one’s culture. Comprehension of language, 
words, and general knowledge developed through experience, learning and 
acculturation.

Visual-spatial processing (Gv):  The ability to use mental imagery, store images in 
primary memory, or perform visual-spatial analysis or mental transformation of 
images in the “mind’s eye.”

Domain-specific knowledge (Gkn): The depth, breadth, and mastery of specialized 
declarative and procedural knowledge typically acquired through one’s career, hobby, 
or other passionate interest. The Gkn domain is likely to contain more narrow abilities 
than are currently listed in the CHC model.

Auditory processing (Ga):  The ability to perceive, discriminate, and manipulate 
sounds and information received through the ears.  Includes the processing of 
auditory information in primary memory and/or the activation, restructuring, or 
retrieval of information from semantic-lexical memory based on phonemes.

Reading and writing (Grw):   The depth and breadth of declarative and procedural 
knowledge and skills related to written language or literacy. 

Learning efficiency (Gl):  The ability and efficiency to learn, store, and consolidate 
new information in long-term memory.

Quantitative knowledge (Gq):   The depth and breadth of declarative and procedural 
knowledge related to mathematics. The Gq domain is likely to contain more narrow 
abilities than are currently listed in the CHC model.

Retrieval fluency (Gr):  The rate and fluency at which individuals can produce and 
retrieve verbal and nonverbal information or ideas stored in long-term memory.

Fluid reasoning (Gf): The use of deliberate and controlled focused attention to solve 
novel “on the spot” problems that cannot be solved solely by using prior knowledge 
(previously learned habits, schemas, or scripts).  Reasoning that depends minimally on 
learning and acculturation.

Processing speed (Gs):  The ability to control attention to automatically and fluently 
perform relatively simple repetitive cognitive tasks. Attentional fluency.

Short-term working memory (Gwm):  The ability to encode, maintain, and/or 
manipulate auditory or visual information in primary memory (while avoiding 
distractions) to solve multiple-step problems.  The mind’s mental “scratchpad” or 
“workbench.”  

Reaction and decision speed (Gt):  The speed at which very simple perceptual 
discriminations or decisions can be made. 

The Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) taxonomy of human
abilities (v 2.4) (Schneider & McGrew, 06-20-16)

(The tentative broad abilities of Gh, Gk, Go, Gk, Gp, Gps &
Gei and all broad domain level I narrow abilities omitted for 

readability purposes.)

Gc Gkn Grw Gq Gf Gwm Gv Ga Gl Gr Gs Gt

g
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Schneider, W. J., & McGrew, K. (2012) The Cattell-Horn-Carroll 
model of intelligence. In D. Flanagan & P. Harrison (Eds.), 

Contemporary Intellectual Assessment: Theories, Tests, and 
Issues (3rd ed.). New York: Guilford

The Gl and Gr distinction will be formally discussed 
in the forthcoming revision of this 2012 chapter



Gc Gkn Grw Gq Gf Gwm Gv Ga Gl Gr Gs Gt

g

The Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) taxonomy of human abilities (v 2.4) 
A higher-order conceptualization based on MDS of the WJ IV norm data (McGrew & Schneider, 06-20-16)

(The tentative broad abilities of Gh, Gk, Go, Gk, Gp, Gps &
Gei and all broad domain level I narrow abilities omitted for 

readability purposes.)

Intelligence-as-Process
(Ackerman)

System 2 (controlled deliberate 
cognitive operations/processes) 

(Kahneman) 

gf  Cattell 

Intelligence-as-
Knowledge (Ackerman)

Acquired knowledge 
systems

gc Cattell

Intelligence-as-Process: 
Speed/fluency (Ackerman)

System 1 (automatic rapid 
cognitive processes) 

(Kahneman)

gs – General speed factor
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The Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) taxonomy of human
abilities (v 2.4) (Schneider & McGrew, 06-20-16)

Gc Gkn Grw Gq Gf Gwm Gv Ga Gl Gr Gs Gt

g

© Institute for Applied Psychometrics;  Kevin McGrew 06-21-16-16Schneider & McGrew (2012)

Becomes 



Gl is represented in the WJ IV by the currently named COG Glr cluster:  
Reinterpret this cluster as indicator of Gl

Gl



Gr is represented in the WJ IV by the currently named OL Speed of Lexical 
Access cluster:  Alternative interpretation as indicator of Gr

Gr



Source for finding other test indicators of Gl and Gr



Other Gl test indicators from XBA

Gl



Other Gl test indicators from XBA

Gl



Gr

Other Gr test indicators from XBA



Gr

Other Gr test indicators from XBA




